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This work presents a systematic test of the performance of a spin-orbit operator founded upon the
Wood-Boring-based ab initio model potential method @J. Chem. Phys. 102, 8078 ~1995!#. Assuming
a separability of the problem into a spin-free correlation treatment and a spin-orbit calculation part,
this aim can be reached. We shall show in this publication both the separability and the high level
of quality of the spin-orbit operator applying our method to the even spectrum of Ir1. We shall treat
the spin-orbit part by means of the above mentioned spin-orbit operator and cope with the spin-free
correlation problem through introducing a spin-free-state-shifting operator, shifting the spin-free
energies to empirical values obtained from experiment. The quality of the spin-orbit operator is very
high, actually better than estimated in previous calculations which were contaminated by an
insufficient treatment of correlation. The procedure established is most efficient: Spin-free-state-
shifted spin-orbit CI calculations employing a space of the significant reference configurations plus
single excitations lead to very reliable spin-orbit splittings provided that the spin-free states are
calculated at a high level of quality. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!01619-5#
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The relevance of relativistic effects to the chemistry of
heavy elements on the one hand and the general importance
of electron correlation effects on the other hand, has driven
and still drives the search for suitable ab initio computational
methods in this concern.1 Today, a number of methods exist
that do include spin-orbit coupling effects in correlated mo-
lecular calculations, ranging from sophisticated all-electron
four-component configuration-interaction methods based on
the Dirac–Hartree–Fock ~DHF1CI! formalism2 to more
pragmatic effective-core-potential ~ECP! spin-orbit
configuration-interaction ~spin-orbit CI! methods.3–5 The lat-
ter group comprises the so-called Wood–Boring-based ab
initio model potential method ~WB-AIMP!,6 an elaboration
of ideas of Katsuki and Huzinaga.7,8 A spin-dependent
Hamiltonian with effective one-electron atomic spin-orbit
operators based on the Dirac equation for the large
components,9 as proposed by Wood and Boring,10 is em-
ployed. These operators implicitly include two-electron con-
tributions since they are derived from the one-electron
atomic mean-field potentials. A detailed knowledge of these
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; Electronic mail:
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b!Present address: GMD-Forschungszentrum fu¨r Informationstechnik
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potentiality has been discussed10–13 and their superiority over
the explicit inclusion of two-electron contributions by means
of the procedure of Blume and Watson14,15 has been pointed
out.16 In practical calculations, these atomic one-electron
spin-orbit operators have been modified to the form proposed
by Pitzer and Winter,4 and they have been produced for the
elements of the periodic table up to Ba,17 the third-row tran-
siton metal elements,18,19 and Tl–Rn.6 Their quality was
monitored in spin-orbit CI calculations and found to be
reasonable;6,18 one of us has proposed the use of an empirical
scaling parameter as a means to correct ~mainly! an insuffi-
cient treatment of the two-electron contributions. Obtained
values of such a parameter appear to come out systematically
close to unity.6,18 However, since both the amounts of corre-
lation effects and spin-orbit couplings significantly influence
the observed spin-orbit splittings, the previously mentioned
monitoring calculations may be in part biased by an insuffi-
cient treatment of electron correlation and, in consequence,
the empirical scaling factor might correct this insufficiency
rather than the two-electron spin-orbit contributions. A real-
istic check for the quality of any spin-orbit operator, in par-
ticular of Wood and Boring’s, can only be achieved with
calculations that do not show any deficiency in the treatment
of the spin-free effects.
In previous work, in an attempt to decouple correlation
and spin-orbit effects, spin-orbit calculations were performed
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on the basis of perturbation theory using spin-free energies
from higher level electron correlation treatments.3,20,21 In the
line of this work a simple two-step method ~spin-free-state-
shifting technique, sfss! was proposed22 which is specially
indicated for spin-orbit CI calculations in a basis of determi-
nants or of double-group symmetry adapted functions:4 The
first step uses a spin-free Hamiltonian with a calculation that
treats correlation effects to a high level of quality, e.g., a
large CI. In the second step, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian is
used in a spin-orbit CI calculation of smaller size being suf-
ficient for the spin-orbit couplings but generally insufficient
for the correlation effects and, accordingly, for the spin-free
energies. The latter Hamiltonian is extended by adding an
operator which shifts the spin-free states to the energies that
had resulted from the high quality calculation of the first
step. In this way electron correlation and spin-orbit effects
are decoupled to a large extent, and two useful consequences
show up: On the one hand, in the treatment of electron cor-
relation only less severe limitations of spin-free calculations
apply, on the other hand the evaluation of spin-orbit interac-
tion in the second step is not as restrictive as a ~quasi-
degenerate! perturbation treatment in just a few spin-free CI
wave functions. This method is suitable for an alternative
use: One can substitute the first step by a gathering of em-
pirical spin-free energy data, if possible, and subsequently
shift the spin-free states in the second step to their empirical
values. According to the idea behind the spin-free-state-
shifting technique, this would then correspond to a full rep-
resentation of the correlation effects. In consequence, the use
of the sfss technique with empirical shifts in spin-orbit CI
calculations is appropriate for proper monitoring of a spin-
orbit operator, with a minimal danger of having the results
contaminated by an insufficient treatment of correlation.
In this paper, we use an empirically spin-free-state-
shifted Hamiltonian in the calculation of the even spectrum
of Ir1 in order to precisely check for the quality of the WB-
AIMP spin-orbit operator in applications to third row transi-
tion metals. Further the performance of the sfss technique is
tested, and its conditions of use are explored. This work is a
first step of theoretical studies on Ir1-mediated activation
reactions; a detailed knowledge of the ability of the method
to accurately describe the atomic spectrum of Ir1 is relevant
for estimating the reliability of molecular results.
II. METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. The WB-AIMP Hamiltonian
The Dirac equation for the large radial components of
one electron in a central field9 has been taken as the basis of
approximate relativistic atomic and molecular computational
methods by Cowan and Griffin23 ~spin-free! and Wood and
Boring10 ~spin-orbit! after neglecting the small component
contributions and imposing boundary conditions at the
nucleus. Katsuki and Huzinaga7,8 proposed to transfer
Wood–Boring’s approach to core model potential calcula-
tions. A practical implementation of these ideas resulted in
the WB-AIMP method which is described in Ref. 6. Here,
we briefly summarize these works.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998The WB-AIMP Hamiltonian for a molecule reads
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Here HCG-AIMP ~fully described in Ref. 6! is the spin-free
many-electron Hamiltonian of the Cowan–Griffin based
relativistic ab initio core model potential approach; this is a
relativistic version of the AIMP method,24 in which the core
potentials are obtained directly from the core orbitals without
resorting to parametrization procedures, thus eliminating the
basis set dependences present in older versions. The second
term is the spin-orbit operator, which is a sum of one-
electron (i) atomic (I) effective spin-orbit operators of the
form proposed by Pitzer and Winter.4 Herein, nl runs over
the valence orbitals of each atom, lˆI and sˆ are the usual
vector angular momentum and spin operators, respectively,
and the projectors Oˆ lI are defined as Oˆ lI
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we have set the atomic scaling factor l I ~Ref. 6! to 1, and the
parameters $Bk
nl ,I
,bk
nl ,I% are determined through weighted
least-squares fitting to the radial part of the Wood–Boring
spin-orbit operator10 which reads
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Herein, a is the fine-structure constant, enl are the orbital
energies of the spin-free relativistic equations of Cowan and
Griffin, and V(r) is an Xa approximation to the Hartree–
Fock one-electron potential.23 This effective one-electron
spin-orbit operator includes an average of two-electron con-
tributions through the use of the Xa Hartree–Fock potential
V(r), although its detailed relationship to a mean-field spin-
orbit operator is unknown. In an attempt to correct for pos-
sible two-electron contribution deficiencies, l I has previ-
ously been used as an empirical parameter,6 but we assigned
unity to it within this paper.
The spin-dependent HWB-AIMP Hamiltonian is used in
spin-orbit CI calculations in a basis of double-group
symmetry-adapted functions, with HF or CASSCF orbitals
produced with the spin-free HCG-AIMP Hamiltonian.
B. The spin-free-state-shifted Hamiltonian
The spin-free-state-shifted technique ~sfss! was intro-
duced in Ref. 22 as a means of simplifying spin-orbit CI
calculations by decoupling correlation and spin-orbit effects,
in the line of previous works.3,20,21,25 The idea behind this is
the following: The size of the spin-orbit splittings is gov-
erned by the size of the spin-orbit couplings between the
spin-free states F(iSM SGg) of a given system and their
energy differences. Herein, i denotes an ordinal number, S ,
M the spin quantum numbers, and G , g the spatial point
7981Rakowitz et al.S
group irreducible representation and subspecies, respec-
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tively. However, spin-orbit coupling and excitation energies
demand different degrees of quality in the description of the
wavefunctions. In particular, a relatively small CI space P is
often good enough for the calculation of the spin-orbit inter-
action, since the spin-orbit coupling operator can, to a good
approximation, be represented by effective one-electron
terms,26 and therefore singly excited configurations make the
major contributions to the spin-orbit matrix elements. A
good description of the spin-free electronic spectrum re-
quires, on the other hand, an accurate description of electron
correlation effects and also a much larger CI space, say G .
Let us call FG (iSM SGg) the spin-free CI wave functions
meeting the latter requirements and EG (iSG) their corre-
sponding eigenvalues while FP (iSM SGg) and EP (iSG) de-
note the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, of the
small CI space P . Under these circumstances, it is reason-
able to use the smaller CI space P to calculate the spin-orbit
couplings and the larger CI space G to calculate the spin-free
energy differences. In spin-orbit CI calculations, this can be
achieved in a simple way by using the smaller CI space P
and a spin-free-state-shifted spin-orbit Hamiltonian, Hs f ss
SO
,
which is related to a normal spin-orbit Hamiltonian, HSO
@i.e., HWB-AIMP in Eq. ~1!#, by
Hs f ss
SO 5HSO
1 (
iSMSGg
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~4!
with the shifting constants d(iSG) defined by
d~ iSG!5@EG ~ iSG!2EG ~G .S . !#2@EP~ iSG!
2EP~G .S . !# . ~5!
Herein, EG (G .S .) and EP (G .S .) are the spin-free CI ener-
gies of a common given state ~usually the ground state! cor-
responding to the G and P CI spaces, respectively. The con-
struction of the shifting operator @Eq. ~4!# requires the
knowledge of EG (iSG) and EG (G .S .) which may be ob-
tained by spin-free methods taking full advantage of the spin
symmetry and therefore capable of handling much larger CI
spaces G than feasible in a spin-orbit CI. Usually due to
technical hindrances G is still of limited size thus neglecting
a part of the correlation effects. Alternatively, the spectrum
of EG (iSG) may be taken from experimental data provided
that spin-orbit effects are properly removed—which is pos-
sible for atomic systems. Experimental spin-free reference
energies obtained by a simple statistical J-averaging proce-
dure are often unreliable. In other words, in general one can-
not rely on Lande´’s interval rule. Experimentalists identify
the symmetries of terms by means of a general least-squares
~GLS! fitting of an experimental spectrum. Such data for
singly ionized iridium can be found in a publication by Kleef
and Metsch.27 GLS fittings to the spectrum of singly ionized
iridium were carried out by Kleef and Metsch themselves27
and by Wyart et al.28 The parameters used in such a model
Hamiltonian are divided into parts strictly representing either
pure spin-free or pure spin-dependent interactions. Most re-
7982 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998liable spin-free reference energy differences can therefore be
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while setting all the spin-dependent ones to zero. The empiri-
cal spin-free reference values used in this work have been
obtained by Uylings29 imposing the above-mentioned proce-
dure.
In practice, the sum in Eq. ~4! must be limited, with the
number of spin-free states depending on the particular prob-
lem; it seems reasonable to include all the states of interest
and the ones above them within a chosen energy threshold.
Since the calculated spin-orbit CI functions in the P space
can be expressed as a sum of the spin-free functions
FP (iSM SGg) and a residue, the norm of the residue can be
employed as a criterion whether an appropriate number of
spin-free states has been chosen or not.
C. Details of the calculations
We used relativistic core model potentials and valence
basis sets from Ref. 19. The WB-AIMP’s correspond to the
@Cd ,4f # frozen core of Ir~5d76s2-4F!. A Gaussian valence
basis set (13s9p8d) of general contraction was optimized in
a spin-free CG-AIMP SCF calculation of Ir~5d76s2-4F! and
was thereafter spin-orbit corrected according to the proce-
dure described in detail in Ref. 6. This basis set was valence-
split and further augmented by one p polarization function
~exponent 0.081!,30 one additional d primitive ~exponent
0.0617! obtained by extrapolation from the outermost expo-
nents, and two contracted f functions. The five primitive f
functions and their contraction coefficients were determined
by maximizing the overlap of a single contraction with the
numerical 4 f core orbital. Finally the most diffuse f primi-
tive was decontracted resulting in a total of 3s , 3p , 4d , and
2 f contracted functions with contraction pattern ~11,1,1/
8,1,1/6,1,1,1/4,1!.
We performed all spin-free calculations with the
MOLCAS-3 package.31 For several atomic states of the
(5d ,6s)8 manifold orbitals were optimized with the CG-
AIMP spin-free CASSCF method.32–34 By using Ci symme-
try and averaging over all the degenerate components of ev-
ery term, atomic orbitals of true spherical symmetry were
obtained. With these, we performed Averaged Coupled-Pair
Functional ~ACPF!35,36 calculations, an approximatively
size-consistent multireference CI~SD! procedure.
WB-AIMP spin-orbit CI calculations have been carried
out in a basis of double-group symmetry-adapted functions
with a modified version of the COLUMBUS suite of
programs.37 We used D¯ 2h double-group symmetry but ob-
tained degeneracies with energy separations below 1026 har-
trees for the components of a given J quantum number. This
greatly simplifies the assignment of angular momentum
quantum numbers; in fact, diagonalizing only the Ag and B1g
symmetry blocks is sufficient to identify all the gerade J
states. In the integral transformation step the highest s , p , d ,
and f shells which exhibit core character are removed from
the virtual space. Using this one-particle basis we carried out
spin-orbit CI calculations in three different spaces of double-
group symmetry adapted functions: the reference space
(5d ,6s)8 ~ref-CI!, the reference space plus single excitations
Rakowitz et al.~CI~S!!, and the reference space plus single and double ex-
o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
citations ~CI~SD!!. The CI expansion lengths are shown in
Table I.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table II displays the results of the spin-free even spec-
trum of Ir1, in particular the terms associated with the con-
8 7 1 6 2
TABLE I. Number of D¯ 2h double-group symmetry adapted functions used
in the spin-orbit CI calculations. In parentheses, approximate CPU time
@minutes# as measured on an IBM RS/6000 365 workstation.
Calculation
Symmetry block
Ag B1g
ref-CI 135 ~!1! 120 ~!1!
CI~S! 4491 ~15! 4476 ~15!
CI~SD! 102 097 ~2200! 101 622 ~2200!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998figurations 5d , 5d 6s , and 5d 6s . In the last column we
have included what we call the empirical spin-free data. The
d s c S
Downloaded 29 May 2006 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject tcolumns labeled ACPF correspond to eight correlated elec-
trons. In the correlation treatment three different sets of one-
particle bases were employed: In the first case, orbitals were
optimized for each term, in the second 5d8-3F orbitals were
used for all terms, and finally in the third case 5d76s1-5F
orbitals were employed throughout. Only a small depen-
dency on the choice of orbitals is observed; single excitations
are obviously sufficient to account for orbital relaxation ef-
fects at the spin-free level. We will therefore use atomic
orbitals optimized for 5d76s1-5F in the remaining calcula-
tions of this paper. The deviations from the empirical ener-
gies are of the order to be expected for the kind of basis set
and correlation treatment employed. The results of the CI
calculations either with a reference-CI space of (5d ,6s)8
only, ref-CI, with the addition of single excitations, CI~S!, or
with single and double excitations, CI~SD!, are given in this
table as well; they constitute the set of EP (iSG) necessary
for defining the energy shifts according to Eq. ~5!. Obvi-
7983Rakowitz et al.ously, already the single excitations enhance the quality ofTABLE II. Ab initio and empirically calculated energies @eV# of the lowest spin-free terms of Ir1. See text for
a description.
Main
conf. Term
ACPF
CI with 5F AO’s
Empirical
with AO’s optimized for
each term 3F 5F ref-CI CI~S! CI~SD!
d7s1 5F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
d8 3F 0.035 0.034 0.048 1.051 0.323 0.129 0.088
d8 3P 0.488 0.494 0.495 1.211 0.693 0.558 0.342
d8 1D 0.824 0.825 0.839 1.739 1.122 0.926 0.693
d7s1 5P 1.328 1.367 1.328 1.506 1.414 1.336 1.068
d8 1G 1.489 1.493 1.501 2.179 1.663 1.555 1.189
d7s1 b3F 1.542 n.conv. 1.554 1.818 1.617 1.584 1.374
d7s1 3G – – 1.968 2.018 1.997 1.983 1.649
d7s1 b3P – – 2.465 2.873 2.553 2.486 2.000
d7s1 3H – – 2.548 2.555 2.516 2.539 2.073
d7s1 3D – – 2.473 2.687 2.632 2.508 2.146
d6s2 5D 2.669 2.931 2.770 3.191 2.494 2.742 2.171
d7s1 1P 3.455 2.832
d7s1 c3P 3.452 2.834
d7s1 b1G 3.531 2.836
d7s1 1H 3.468 2.896
d7s1 b1D 3.747 3.006
d7s1 c3F 3.901 3.086
d7s1 1F 4.349 3.447
d8 1S 4.763 3.859
d6s2 b3H 4.731 3.987
d6s2 b3G 4.424
d6s2 d3F 4.546
d6s2 d3P 4.725
d7s1 b3D 4.738
d6s2 1I 4.802
d7s1 c1D 4.968
d6s2 c1G 5.062
d6s2 c3D 5.277
d6s2 b1S 5.513
d6s2 b1F 6.514
d6s2 d1D 6.755
d6s2 e3F 6.841
d6s2 d1G 7.536
d6s2 e3P 7.900
d6s2 e1D 9.299
6 2 1 11.421
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TABLE III. Spin-orbit CI and experimental energies @eV# of the lowest even states of Ir1.
J
Main
term CI~SD!
ACPF-sfss a empirical-sfss b
Experimentref-CI CI~S! CI~SD! ref-CI CI~S! CI~SD!
5 5F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~0.0! 0.0 0.0
4 3F 0.320 0.244 0.261 0.243 0.302 0.317 ~0.314! 0.299 0.281
2 3P 0.566 0.470 0.496 0.502 0.343 0.373 ~0.371! 0.382 0.383
4 5F 0.626 0.617 0.628 0.624 0.598 0.614 ~0.609! 0.610 0.594
3 5F 1.073 1.079 1.071 1.064 1.080 1.073 ~1.067! 1.062 1.015
2 1.225 1.198 1.204 1.195 1.149 1.159 ~1.144! 1.147 1.113
1 3P 1.306 1.243 1.280 1.277 1.118 1.165 ~1.137! 1.167 1.124
3 3F 1.295 1.252 1.220 1.224 1.313 1.279 ~1.280! 1.286 1.231
0 3P 1.635 1.704 1.611 1.580 1.567 1.483 ~1.426! 1.455 1.390
2 1.533 1.534 1.501 1.492 1.504 1.473 ~1.460! 1.462 1.402
4 1.656 1.589 1.630 1.631 1.434 1.481 ~1.461! 1.485 1.453
1 5F 1.627 1.620 1.608 1.601 1.566 1.547 ~1.546! 1.539 1.483
3 5P 1.838 1.857 1.845 1.829 1.645 1.637 ~1.636! 1.621 1.576
2 5P 2.228 2.210 2.196 2.197 2.122 2.070 ~2.019! 2.063 1.944
4 2.563 2.538 2.526 2.528 2.253 2.224 ~2.198! 2.233 2.134
2 2.449 2.420 2.389 2.402 2.232 2.247 ~2.205! 2.279 2.159
5 3G 2.511 2.519 2.509 2.503 2.237 2.231 ~2.215! 2.225 2.167
3 b3F 2.442 2.440 2.422 2.417 2.249 2.231 ~2.226! 2.226 2.170
1 5P 2.645 2.767 2.661 2.630 2.556 2.458 ~2.393! 2.435 2.316
2 2.778 3.014 2.813 2.758 2.788 2.576 ~2.468! 2.522 2.349
4 5D 2.905 2.951 2.918 2.922 2.525 2.489 ~2.475! 2.478 2.390
4 3G 2.897 3.022 2.900 2.884 2.693 2.616 ~2.586! 2.600 2.516
1 b3P 2.958 3.056 3.002 2.948 2.763 2.733 ~2.581! 2.703 2.534
6 3H 3.251 3.273 3.262 3.261 2.831 2.820 ~2.821! 2.819 2.761
2 3.161 3.287 3.165 3.128 3.030 2.948 ~2.889! 2.921 2.786
3 3G 3.275 3.287 3.272 3.261 3.009 2.993 ~2.952! 2.989 2.876
3 5D 3.533 3.586 3.556 3.556 3.075 3.063 ~3.030! 3.051 2.942
0 b3P 3.568 3.644 3.576 3.561 3.209 3.165 ~3.081! 3.177 3.059c
5 3H 3.603 3.634 3.611 3.610 3.282 3.262 ~3.167! 3.263 3.101
1 3.649 3.784 3.657 3.640 3.450 3.376 ~3.280! 3.340 3.109c
2 5D 3.728 3.879 3.760 3.731 3.388 3.351 ~3.336! 3.326 3.170
4 3H 3.792 4.015 3.806 3.793 3.660 3.522 ~3.339! 3.515 3.248c
3 3D 3.642 3.635 3.626 3.617 3.388 3.381 ~3.379! 3.374 3.272
2 3.886 3.961 3.900 3.880 3.762 3.644 ~3.547! 3.622 3.425c
0 5D 4.032 4.292 4.174 4.050 3.835 3.790 ~3.628! 3.709 3.429c
1 4.105 4.164 4.144 4.118 3.720 3.705 ~3.697! 3.681 3.546
aSpin-free-state-shifted Hamiltonian with shifting parameters obtained from spin-free ACPF calculations ~fifth column in Table II!. Spin-free states up to 5D
have been included in the shifting operator.
bSpin-free-state-shifted Hamiltonian with shifting parameters obtained from spin-free empirical data ~last column in Table II!. Spin-free states up to 5D have
been included in the shifting operator; the numbers in parentheses correspond to including spin-free states up to b3H.
c
7984 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998 Rakowitz et al.Reference 27. Result predicted by fitting of experimentally observed lines. The fitted lines show a deviation of the order of 0.01 eV with respect to the
observed ones.the results which is furthermore improved by double excita-
tions. The CI~SD! calculation leads to a spin-free spectrum
quite close to the corresponding ACPF calculation; this
might be expected because only eight electrons are correlated
and size-consistency effects are concomitantly small.
The results of the spin-orbit CI calculations are given in
Table III and Fig. 1 accompanied by the experimental
measurements.27 The plain spin-orbit CI~SD! results—which
do not include any shifting—reveal a reasonable agreement
with experiment, approximately of the quality reached by
four-component DHF1CI methods in similar systems if only
the valence electrons are correlated.2 Similar observations
were made previously in other cases.6,18
The spin-orbit CI calculations with spin-free states
shifted to the ACPF excitation energies ~fifth column in
Table II!, while including all terms of Eq. ~4! up to 5D, are
presented in the columns labeled ACPF-sfss. The ACPF-sfss
Downloaded 29 May 2006 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject tCI~SD! results are comparable to the ones from plain CI~SD!
calculations. However, if the sfss technique is used, single
excitations seem to be sufficient to achieve the same degree
of improvement @ACPF-sfss CI~S! results#. This means that
the correlation effects have already been dealt with at the
spin-free ACPF level and the subsequent spin-orbit CI~S!
calculation takes care of only the spin-orbit interactions, in-
cluding partially spin-orbit polarization effects; if spin-orbit
polarization is missing ~ACPF-sfss ref-CI! the results are
poorer, although not too much. The CI~SD! spin-orbit split-
tings are systematically overestimated when compared with
experiment. Since they depend not only on the size of the
spin-orbit couplings but also on the relative energies of the
spin-free terms—and these are far from being realistic ~Table
II! mainly due to an insufficient treatment of the electron
correlation effects—it is not clear at this point how much of
o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
FIG. 1. Even spectrum of Ir1. A: Spin-orbit CI~SD! calculation of Table III. B, C, D, E: Empirically spin-free-state-shifted spin-orbit CI calculations as in
5
7985J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998 Rakowitz et al.Table III; B, C, and E are ref-CI, CI~S!, and CI~SD! calculations, respectively, with shifting terms up to D in Table II; D is a CI~S! calculation with shifting
terms up to b3H according to Table II.the overestimation is due to this and how much is due to
deficiencies in the spin-orbit method in use.
In this respect, we can isolate the contributions of the
spin-orbit operator by performing spin-orbit CI calculations
with spin-free states shifted to the empirical spin-free results
Downloaded 29 May 2006 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject t~last column in Table II!. The values corresponding to an
inclusion of the terms up to 5D in Eq. ~4! are presented in
Table III as well as in Fig. 1. The empirical-sfss ref-CI cal-
culation ~B in Fig. 1! which does not include spin-orbit po-
larization, already brings about significant improvements
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TABLE IV. Analysis of the contributions @%# of the spin-free states to the spin-orbit states of Ir1 in the empirical-sfss CI~S! calculations of Table III. See
footnote b in Table III.
J Contributions Sum
Deviation from
experiment @eV#
5 89 ~89! 5F 1 11 ~11! 3G 100 ~100! 0.0 ~0.0!
4 94 ~94! 3F 1 4 ~4! 1G 100 ~99! 0.036 ~0.033!
2 62 ~62! 3P 1 24 ~23! 1D 1 6 ~7! 5P 99 ~100! 20.010 (20.012!
4 77 ~76! 5F 1 11 ~12! b3F1 8 ~8! 3G 99 ~100! 0.004 ~0.015!
3 75 ~75! 5F 1 9 ~9! 3D 1 8 ~8! 3F 1 4 ~4! 5P 98 ~99! 0.058 ~0.052!
2 36 ~34! 5F 1 21 ~21!1D 119~19! 3F 112 ~12!3D 1 5 ~4! 3P 97 ~99! 0.046 ~0.031!
1 54 ~51! 3P 1 19 ~19!5F 1 13 ~14! 3D 1 8 ~8! 5P 1 ~4! 1P 96 ~100! 0.041 ~0.013!
3 90 ~90! 3F 1 7 ~7! 5F 100 ~100! 0.048 ~0.049!
0 89 ~87! 3P 1 4 ~3! b3P 1 ~8! 1S 95 ~100! 0.093 ~0.036!
2 42 ~43! 5F 1 19 ~18! 3F 1 13 ~13! 5P 1 12 ~11! 1D 1 8 ~7! 3P
1 4 ~5! 3D 98 ~100! 0.071 ~0.058!
4 50 ~49! b3F1 19 ~20! 5F 1 18 ~17! 1G 1 4 ~4! 3G 1 ~4! c3P 97 ~100! 0.028 ~0.008!
1 57 ~56! 5F 1 24 ~26! 3P 1 10 ~10! 3D 1 7 ~7! 5P 99 ~100! 0.064 ~0.063!
3 79 ~78! 5P 1 7 ~7! 5F 1 5 ~6! 3D 1 5 ~6! b3F 98 ~98! 0.061 ~0.060!
2 60 ~56! 5P 1 16 ~16! 3F 1 5 ~8! 3P 1 4 b3P1 ~10! b1G 93 ~99! 0.116 ~0.075!
4 40 ~38! 1G 1 32 ~36! 5D 1 15 ~13! b3F1 1 6 ~5! 3H 1 ~5! c3F 95 ~97! 0.090 ~0.064!
2 34 ~31! 3F 1 23 ~15! b3P1 19 ~20! 1D 1 8 ~14! b3F 1 4 ~5! 3P
1 ~8! b1D 95 ~100! 0.088 ~0.046!
5 66 ~66! 3G 1 22 ~20! 3H 1 10 ~10! 5F 1 ~4! 1H 98 ~100! 0.064 ~0.048!
3 62 ~62! b3F1 15 ~14! 3D 1 11 ~11! 5P 1 9 ~9! 3G 99 ~100! 0.061 ~0.056!
1 72 ~52! 5P 1 16 ~19! 3P 1 ~9! b3P 1 ~11! b1G 1 ~5! 1P 94 ~99! 0.142 ~0.077!
2 33 ~36! b3P1 26 ~22! b3F1 10 ~6! 3P 1 6 ~8! 3D 1 4 ~4! 5D
1 ~11! b1G 1 ~7! b1D 86 ~98! 0.227 ~0.119!
4 56 ~48! 5D 1 18 ~21! 1G 1 15 ~17! b3F 94 ~95! 0.099 ~0.085!
4 58 ~55! 3G 1 17 ~17! 3H 1 14 ~14! 1G 1 5 ~5! b3F 96 ~100! 0.100 ~0.070!
1 60 ~38! b3P1 8 ~25! 5P 1 6 5D 1 ~6! 5F 1 ~26! 1P 79 ~99! 0.199 ~0.047!
6 100 ~100! 3H 100 ~100! 0.059 ~0.060!
2 31 ~18! b3F1 18 ~22! b3P1 16 ~17! 1D 1 11 ~6! 3D 1 6 ~7! 3F
1 4 ~7! 5P 1 ~5! 3P 1 ~5! b1D 1 ~5! c3F 92 ~98! 0.162 ~0.103!
3 53 ~73! 3G 1 34 ~4! 5D 1 6 ~8! 3D 1 ~6! 1F 96 ~100! 0.117 ~0.076!
3 58 ~86! 5D 1 25 3G 1 5 ~4! b3F 1 4 3D 1 ~4! c3F 94 ~97! 0.121 ~0.088!
0 61 ~58! b3P1 31 ~19! 5D 1 ~18! b1G 92 ~99! 0.106 ~0.022!
5 72 ~66! 3H 1 15 ~9! 3G 1 ~23! 1H 88 ~100! 0.161 ~0.066!
1 31 ~30! 5D 1 29 ~22! 3D 1 11 ~10! 5F 1 5 ~17! b3P 1 ~7! 1P
1 ~7! b1G 80 ~96! 0.267 ~0.171!
2 76 ~71! 5D 1 9 ~5! b3P 1 ~4! 3D 89 ~90! 0.181 ~0.166!
4 53 ~31! 3H 1 24 ~18! 3G 1 ~4! 5D 1 ~29! c3P 1 ~10! c3F 82 ~98! 0.274 ~0.091!
3 59 ~61! 3D 1 26 ~25! b3F1 6 ~6! 5F 1 6 ~4! 3G 99 ~99! 0.109 ~0.107!
2 48 ~37! 3D 1 16 ~11! b3F1 11 ~10!5F 1 7 ~12! b3P ~6! 5D
1 ~10! b1G 1 ~4! b1D 1 ~4! c3F 88 ~98! 0.219 ~0.122!
0 57 ~56! 5D 1 21 b3P 1 ~31! b1G 1 ~5! 1S 81 ~93! 0.361 ~0.199!
5 3 3 5
7986 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108, No. 19, 15 May 1998 Rakowitz et al.1 51 ~55! D 1 19 ~14! D 1 17 ~17! b P1 6 ~5! F 93 ~94! 0.159 ~0.151!over the plain CI~SD! calculation ~A in Fig. 1! and yields
good spin-orbit splittings, thus pointing out the high quality
of the spin-orbit operator in use. A partial addition of spin-
orbit polarization effects through single excitations
@empirical-sfss CI~S!, C in Fig. 1# refines the results, correct-
ing some of the relative positions of the states, and finally
leading to a very good spectrum. Addition of double excita-
tions @empirical-sfss CI~SD!, E in Fig. 1# does not signifi-
cantly improve the results, in spite of its much larger cost:
This is a consequence of the correlation effects on the spin-
orbit splittings having already been taken into account by the
shifting operators, i.e., their influence on the relative energies
of the spin-free states. A further manifestation of the correct
performance of the shifting operators is the fact that the en-
ergies of the spin-orbit states show a lower quality as to the
upper states, which is clear from Fig. 1, in accordance with
the fact that the shifting terms have been truncated after 5D
Downloaded 29 May 2006 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject tat 2.5 eV. An addition of new terms should improve the
results. We have included several, up to b3H ~see Table II!,
and we display the results in parentheses in Table III. This
additionally enhances the energies below 2 eV ~especially
improving the J50 state! and significantly improves the re-
sults above 2 eV, showing the systematic character of this
approach. In order to check the convergence of the energies
with the number of terms included in the shifting operator
and the completeness of the subspace defined by the spin-
free CI wave functions we have analyzed the empirical-sfss
CI~S! wave functions in terms of contributions from the spin-
free CI wave functions and the residues. The result of this
analysis is presented in Table IV. It is observed that large
residues, i.e., large contributions from the space not spanned
by the spin-free CI wave functions used in the shifting op-
erator may be taken as an indication for the need of addi-
tional terms in the shifting operator.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the one-electron Wood–
Boring spin-orbit operator used here is high of quality, even
better than previously estimated from spin-orbit CI calcula-
tions which have been contaminated by an incomplete treat-
ment of correlation.6,18 The use of an empirical scaling pa-
rameter thus appears to be superfluous to correct the spin-
orbit operator. Furthermore electron correlation effects as
well as spin-orbit effects can be decoupled to a large extent
by means of the spin-free-state-shifting technique. Spin-orbit
CI calculations with a reference of the relevant configura-
tions @(5d ,6s)8 in this case# plus single excitations produce
very good spin-orbit splittings between the chemically rel-
evant states of Ir1, provided that the spin-free effects, espe-
cially the correlation effects, are accurately taken into ac-
count. This implies that a convenient strategy for ab initio
spin-orbit molecular calculations involving Ir1 is to pay spe-
cial attention to the treatment of the correlation effects at the
spin-free level, and to subsequently use a sfss technique in a
multireference spin-orbit CI~S! calculation. In our opinion,
these conclusions can be safely extended to the complete
third series of transition metal elements. This strategy might
be applied to many atoms and molecules; in such future
cases the most demanding part of an ab initio calculation
with spin-orbit effects would be the treatment of the correla-
tion effects but these could be handled at a spin-free level.
Limitations of the procedure might occur for cases for which
a very large spin-orbit polarization exists. In these cases, a
spin-free-state-shifted spin-orbit CASSCF procedure might
be indicated.
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